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Abstract. In the context of the digital transformation of education, this 
study focuses on the analysis of social media as an efficient tool for 
developing learning spaces of universities. The goal of this study is to 
explore the use of Instagram by city universities, highlight the existing 
trends, and determine best practices and high-potential directions of online 
development for universities. The evidence base of this study included the 
Instagram accounts of six city universities of the world, specifically: the 
Moscow City University, the Dublin City University, the University of 
Taipei, the City, University of London, the City University of New York, 
and the City University of Hong Kong. The research was conducted using 
the method of content analysis with the use of Google Data Studio services. 
The analysis uncovered the following topic-based groups of content featured 
in the Instagram accounts of city universities: Personalities, University, 
Applicants, Learning and career, Science and technologies, City, Society 
and politics, Art, and Atmosphere. Subsequently, four high-potential 
directions of online development were identified for universities: first, more 
active user engagement and support; second, development of new forms of 
teaching and learning activities; third, popularisation of research; fourth, 
branding the university as a partner of the city. The novel contribution of 
this paper consists in engaging modern analytical tools to visualize a 
university profile from its published online content. The findings can be used 
by universities as recommendations on developing and adjusting their 
content strategies to adapt to the ever-changing realities and ensure effective 
online promotion and realization of their teaching potential.  
Keywords: city university, Instagram, digital identity. 

1 Introduction 
Digital transformation has become a prevalent trend in all areas of life in the modern society. 
National governments initiate projects to promote the digital economy [1-3]. In a fast and 
abruptly changing reality shaped in particular by the COVID-19 pandemic, the features of 
the new post-industrial society, such as social media and the online personality, have 
increasingly become visible. 
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Social media have driven content development and sharing between different 
communities and maintained control over the main trend of the social culture of the digital 
society [4]. Social media serve as the platform for conducting business, expert branding, and 
facilitating education [5]. Society is actively exploring the potential of the web and self-
training by means of online courses, marathons, and useful content [6]. The intensive growth 
of data has given rise to a new science research paradigm, Data-Intensive Science, which 
prioritizes collaboration of scientists, cloud computing, and visualization [7]. For 
universities, social media create the space to build and promote their digital identity [8]. 
These and other trends invite thoughts on the online future of universities. 

This paper constitutes an attempt to consider the current experience of city universities 
with social media and to represent best practices and high-potential ways to use them. 

2 Methods 
Six city universities from the world’s major cities were selected for analysis, specifically: the 
Moscow City University (MСU), the Dublin City University (DCU), the University of Taipei 
(UT), the City, University of London (CUL), the City University of New York (CUNY), and 
the City University of Hong Kong (CityU). The main reason behind this selection is that the 
mission of city universities shows the strongest social focus in that it includes working out 
education programs to suit the city’s needs and developing the city’s public learning spaces 
and urban environment [9]. Moreover, the affiliation with city administration enables 
universities to adopt innovative approaches and technologies in all their activities. The 
selected sample also provides for geographic diversity as it extends from Europe to America 
to Asia. 

The choice made in this study is to focus on Instagram since its online space spans the 
biggest user community. Based on the data for 2019–2020 [10], Instagram counts more than 
1 billion users globally (116 million in the USA, 42 million in Russia, 22.9 million in the 
UK), while 500 million of them are active users checking in daily. Instagram shows the 
highest engagement rate (ER) for the topic of education at 3.57% (vs. 0.15% on Facebook, 
0.091% on Twitter) [11]. 

Taking guidance in the current research on higher education trends [12] and the role of 
social media in university promotion [13, 14], we focused our analysis on the following 
aspects: 

1)  user numbers and publications 
2)  universities’ objectives in using social media 
3)  target audience profiles 
4)  language used in publications 
5)  topic-based content categories. 
Adapting the input from the paper by N. S. Ageeva [15], we identified eight topic-based 

groups of content: Personalities, University, Applicants, Learning and career, Science and 
technologies, City, Society and politics, and Art. One additional group of content was also 
included, reflecting emotional reactions and student engagement in the university’s online 
activities. We dubbed this group “Atmosphere”. 

The research was conducted using the method of content analysis with the use of Google 
Data Studio services. 

3 Results  
The findings concerning university profiles, account statistics, objectives, target audiences, 
languages used in publications, and topic-based groups of content are laid out in Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Profiles of official Instagram accounts of city universities. 

Figure 2 presents a comparison of the number of publications in the universities’ official 
Instagram accounts by subtopics in the most popular topic-based groups of content. 

Fig. 2. Popular topic-based groups of content in the universities’ official Instagram accounts. 

Figure 3 represents the number of publications on subtopics in the topic-based group 
Atmosphere.  
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Fig. 3. Publications in the topic-based group Atmosphere. 

4 Discussion  
Let us consider the comparative profiles of the official Instagram accounts of city universities 
according to the selected parameters. 

The accounts of the DCU, the CUL, and the CUNY have the biggest follower audiences, 
counting more than 16 thousand people each. The Instagram account of the CityU is followed 
by 8.1 thousand users, while the MСU counts 6.6 thousand followers. The Instagram page of 
the UT is followed by 143 people due to its decision in 2018 to divert resources toward 
positioning in social media such as LINE, WeChat, and WhatsApp. 

Active Instagram users are the MСU (more than 600 publications), the CUL (593 
publications), and the CUNY (538 publications). Most of what is published as the 
universities’ social media content (more than 30%) falls into the topic-based group 
Atmosphere. The exception is the CUL, with only 17.9% of its total Instagram content 
focusing on this topic. The notable subtopics in this group include: 

• MCU: Student life, COVID-19, Travelling, 
• DCU: Clubs, COVID-19, Congratulations, 
• CUL: Nature, Animals, Events, 
• CUNY: Congratulations, 
• CityU: Animals, Congratulations (Fig. 3). 
The dominant topic-based group for the UT is Personalities representing more than 42% 

of the content published in the account. Personalities is the second biggest topic in the 
accounts of the CUL (more than 40% of content) and the CUNY (19.7% of content). This 
topic-based group represents less than 10% of the content for other universities. Notably, the 
CUL’s and the CUNY’s publications on this topic mostly feature Student stories, while 
Famous personalities and Faculty are the focus in the MСU’s and the CityU’s cases 
respectively (Fig. 2). 

Quite prominent is the topic-based group Learning and career. On average, more than 
15% of the content in the universities’ accounts relates to publications on How and what to 
study; Books, services; Employment by specialty; Personal development; Sports and healthy 
lifestyle; Continuous education; Career; Training programs. 

Popular in this group for all universities (except the UT) is the subtopic of How and what 
to study. The MCU and the DCU are ahead with this thematic content. The subtopic of Sports 
and healthy lifestyle is visibly present in the accounts of the CUL, the CityU, and the UT. 
The CUNY and the CityU emphasize the subtopic Training programs. It is mostly missing 
in the accounts of other universities. The CUNY runs more publications on the problem of 
Career compared to all other universities. The MСU’s specific focal points in this group are 
the subtopics Personal development, Employment by specialty, and Continuous education. 

On average, more than 11% of the content in the official Instagram accounts of the 
universities falls into the topic-based group University. The CUL (15%), the CUNY (15%), 
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and the MCU (14%) have the biggest share of publications about themselves. The topic is 
not addressed in the UT’s account. Notable subtopics in this group include: 

• MCU: Campus; Infrastructure. 
• DCU: Campus; History of the university. 
• CUL: Campus; History of the university. 
• CUNY: History of the university; Campus; Infrastructure; Rankings. 
• CityU: Partnerships; Rankings (Fig. 3). 
The topic-based group Society and politics is also popular. Here, the CUNY is ahead by 

the number of publications. The biggest subtopic is Social agenda including environmental 
issues, LGBT support, women’s rights protection, and racial discrimination issues. Posts 
under this topic are also visibly present in the DCU and the CityU. The dominant subtopic of 
the MCU and the CUL in this topic-based group is Volunteering. This topic-based group is 
not addressed in the UT’s account. The analysis of this content group suggests that 
universities actively use social media to influence attitudes in certain areas and show potential 
ways to solve problems. 

The topic-based groups Applicants, Science and technologies, Art, and City do not 
generally constitute a dominant concern, however they provide some insight into the specifics 
of their social media content. E.g., 7% and 8% of the MСU’s and the CUL’s content 
respectively are publications for Applicants. The CityU is ahead by publications on Science 
and technologies developed at the university. This topic represents 20% of the content in the 
Instagram account. For other universities, the share of content concerning Science and 
technologies is 1–2%. The CityU’s another big focus is Art (8.5% of content). Where it comes 
to the topic City, the CUL is the only university running publications directly addressing city 
initiatives (more than 3% of content). 

5 Conclusion 
The analysis of the official Instagram accounts of city universities helped to establish several 
high-potential directions of efficient development of the learning spaces of the universities. 

The first direction is a more active user engagement and support. The specific ways may 
include different forms of communication: surveys, votes, comments, private messaging, 
blocks of reviews, and Q&As. 

For example, the DCU has transformed its Instagram account from an entertainment-
oriented one into a student news hub being the primary source of awareness and university 
news for its students. 

Given that the digital identity of a university is built not only within its official account, 
an important element of promotion is engaging the accounts of other university divisions, 
informal accounts of students, faculty members, researchers, and partner organizations. 

The second high-potential direction is the implementation of new forms of teaching and 
learning activities in social media. A crucial element is streaming lectures and launching 
engaging educational events and discussions open to both students and external participants. 

One useful online practice is the opportunity of immersing into the life of students and 
alumni. For example, the DCU initiated the “Day in the life” feature in which alumni conduct 
online streams from their workplaces (like the Google company) to help current and 
prospective students visualize their possible future employment. 

What makes this direction relevant is that social media is a platform where a broad 
audience of users can get a glimpse of the university agenda, try various educational formats, 
contemplate on the future career potential, and eventually decide whether or not to enter the 
university. 

The third direction of using social media is the popularisation of research conducted by 
the university both among its peers and outside the scientific community. Social media is a 
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tool to drive attendance at scientific events and attract the wider community to take part in 
important discussions. The conducted analysis indicates that for now, the CityU is ahead in 
utilizing the potential of Instagram for advancing its scientific activities. 

The fourth direction is branding the university as a partner of the city. Among the 
analyzed city universities, only the CUL is to some extent revealing the specific profile in its 
publications. The goal is to create more content to drive the engagement of city populations 
in the university’s research activities and integration of students in the city life. 

Social media of universities is an interface to shape relations between society and 
education. Competent arrangement of the online learning space can facilitate 
communications between the university and its target audiences as well as boost its 
educational potential. 
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